
Kid Wcked - i n f i n i t y

{Chorus: Shiloh Dynasty}

Something isn't right with this

I've been listening, paying attention

You don't listen, you've been giving

You've been spending all your time out there lying

Oh, oh-oh

Yeah, yeah(I need autotune)

You're like novocaine, novocai-

{Verse 1: Kid Wcked}

Time, taking my time to tell them the truth

Talk my shit so hard, it might break off my tooth

Got a hunger, but what I choose is to give them some food for thought

Make them munch on a matter, mind over that, or matter of fact

Mind over hate for the reality we are living in

â€œRake in some ratchets, rack up some riches, and-â€• Really, man

Restore the rights of the realest rockers, and reel it in

Random, I'm righteous, but on a beat, I'mma kill again

Ruthless, my style as a juvenile, running

With rappers and musicians, rhyming, making a change

Unknown for a fact that we rap for the love of the art

And for our people, wanting them to be safe, and give them the space

And we spicy too, yall suck, slobber on our soup

Sriracha, put that on everything, pull up with sticks and shoot

See my bars, call em sticks, my hits could dent up their roofs

But I be sweet, kit-kat, cavities, so we are breaking a tooth, truth

{Pre-Chorus: Kid Wcked}

Some things are helpless

But I've been tryna find a way that I can

Make a space to make a life for me and you

Baby you know I'm trying, oh



Hold me close

I just hope you can

Hope you can

{Chorus:Shiloh Dynasty & Kid Wcked}

Something isn't right with this

I've been listening, paying attention

You don't listen, you've been giving

You've been spending all your time out there lying

Oh, oh-oh

Yeah, yeah

You're like novocaine, novocai-(real, real)

{Verse 2: Kid Wcked}

Rhyming to infinity

Finding my divinity, grinding, my efficiency

Wilding what I'm finna be, tryna kill any enemy

Keep them close as a friend, leaving love in my legacy

I better be, the one to show them what they yet to see

Who I'm meant to be, never be anything less than a legend, we-

Trying to hard

Forget the rapping, where the light for the lost

We need some guidance, cause all

This acting like nothing is wrong is exhausting

Fake smiles, hurting my soul, at what cost, and

Society could give a fuck bout our sadness

It's the reason most of us feel like we're trapped in our minds

The reason I be acting more like a parent

To some of my peers, than their real ones, it's scary

How many times, you've known someone on the edge

Ready to jump, and you gotta be the one to save a life

Suicide is a daily thought, but I really try

Cause at this point if I die



I know some ppl coming with me and they deserve a life

And it's worse if I do survive

They'll live knowing that I'm weak

And I don't got the power I give

To infinity, It's beyond me

I have to live, because

{Pre-Chorus: Kid Wcked}

Some things are helpless

But I've been tryna find a way that I can

Make a space to make a life for me and you

Baby you know I'm trying, oh

Hold me close, close

I just hope you can

Hope you can

{Outro: Kid Wcked}

Defusing situations, abusing, and losing patience

I'm choosing to move away from the humans, who proving they can't love

Love

Fuck a word if it ain't matching an action

You've lied to me for the last time, now I don't give a

Fuck


